While the past few years have been a financial boon for Adam Sandler, the actor and producer's creative output has been a shadow of the films, sketches, and performances that made him a favorite among many. This is another example of a producer's title being lumped onto a film that would have been better off unseen. The Shortcut, which is produced by Adam Sandler, seems to follow this trend.

Amazon.com: The Cobbler: Adam Sandler, Cliff "Method Man" Smith, Ellen... Check out Adam Sandler's touching tribute to David Letterman on Tuesday night in a parting comedy song to the outgoing "Late Show" host.

Netflix is betting big on Billy Madison. The company has announced it's signed a deal with actor Adam Sandler that'll see him produce and star in four. Actor Peter Dante dined with comedian Adam Sandler at Martorano's at the Rio on Wednesday and Thursday nights. The friends ordered the meatball salad.

The outrage by Native American actors over the reportedly offensive stereotypes featured in an upcoming Adam Sandler movie is apparently not unanimous.
Here's our first look at Pixels, the Adam Sandler movie that mashes up classic arcade games with summer blockbuster-style global destruction — sort of like.

Miley Cyrus wasn't the only celebrity taking in the USC/Cal game Thursday night. Funny man Adam Sandler was also in attendance watching the action. We've got a brand new trailer for "Scary Madison's" THE SHORTCUT, which of course comes from producer Adam Sandler, his brother Scott (who co-wrote it). While Tom Cruise, Adam Sandler, Johnny Depp and Will Smith might have ruled with eight-figure salaries in the past, they're all on losing streaks, meaning. Will reveals one of the keyboard shortcuts that changed his life forever. More Things Tested Navajo Actress Explains Why She Left Adam Sandler's Movie. Adam Sandler is filming a comedy about the Old West for Netflix, but his Native American actors aren't laughing. About a dozen have walked off the set.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. -- A group of American Indian actors walked off the set of an Adam Sandler movie this week over complaints about stereotypes, offensive.
Obituaries · Travel · Jobs Idea from Adam Sandler film used to soothe dementia patients. His company produced such films as 'The Shortcut', 'Jack and Jill', 'Here Comes the Boom', 'Grow ups' and others which has also increased Adam Sandler's net. Adam Sandler movies are generally terrible. But like Max Bialystock, he's found a way to make more money with a flop than with a hit and Netflix has agreed. Tagged: adam sandler Toggle Comment Threads / Keyboard Shortcuts New trending GIF tagged adam sandler, the wedding singer, whoop dee doo via.

Last night on The Late Show with David Letterman, Adam Sandler returned to his musical comedy roots to bid farewell to the soon-to-be retired late night host. If you're like most well-adjusted adults, you're probably sick of Adam Sandler

Adam Richard Sandler (born September 9, 1966) is an American actor, comedian, screenwriter, and film Adam Sandler - Filmography The Shortcut (2009).